
Week 9 - Welcome Week 

Welcome Week Day 1 

Are you ready for day one? Well, day one and Welcome Week is right here. I am so excited, so excited! And 
this is actually the first thing we're going to talk about is the excitement. I want you to be excited. I want 
you to enjoy this week. Now, I know there might be some fears. Oh, what if people don't turn up, or what if 
they don't like my stuff? What if my ads don't work? Like, you're going to worry about so many different 
things 'cause there are lots of moving parts. But the thing I know to be true, when you show up with your 
best energy, when you are oozing confidence, you're going to create confident buyers, people who are so 
ready to take the leap with you because of how you showed up during this launch experience. So get 
excited, my lovely. Get so excited and bring that best energy. Because if you want to have the successful 
launch, you've got to be that successful launcher, right?  

You have got to be the person on the other side of that wildly successful launch right now during your 
Welcome Week. This is where it all starts, and if you are cowering away in the corner and you're like, 
"Please, please sign up," and you're quiet, and you're timid, people are not going to want to show up. People 
are not going to join because you are not showing up with your best energy. If you all stood there and you're 
loudly and proudly saying, "Hey, I've got this most amazing thing coming up this week. "You do not want to 
miss that!" Do you think that's going to be more enticing than someone who's like, "Please sign up?" Of 
course! So you showing up as that person who already knows that this launch is going to be a massive, wild 
success is going to be the person who has the success. Be that person, do what a successful person does, 
and then you'll have the results. You can't cower away in the corner. You have to show up with all your best 
energy. But I know there's fear. I know there is lots of fear this week because there's lots of moving parts. It's 
all brand new, and all kind of things that could go wrong. Of course, there is, but I know that I get scared 
every single time I launch, and you probably sat there going, "What? "My coach gets scared?" Mm-hmm, 
every single time. Sometimes it's before I even get started. Sometimes it's halfway through. Sometimes it's 
just before I open doors for enrollment into whatever I'm selling.  

But I do get those fears every single time in one way or another, and it's because I'm always doing more, 
always inviting more people in, always taking things to that next level, and that is why you get fear. You get 
fear because it's new, but also 'cause you're stepping into this next level of success, and it's scary, of course, 
it is! So if you're feeling the fear, good. Fear is a good thing, fear is your compass. It's guiding you towards 
bigger and better things, but it's also going to keep you doing the work. So there is a word that we have, a 
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phrase that we have for Welcome Week in my community. I'm laughing because it's funny. We call it Pimp 
It Week because essentially, this week, you are going to be pimping yourself out everywhere. You're going to 
be pimping yourself out in your emails, on your ads, on social, absolutely everywhere you could possibly be 
thinking of pimping yourself out, that's where you're going to be hanging out. So this kind of phrase was 
coined a couple of years ago, and it stuck, so we know it as Pimp It Week. Obviously, professional Laura 
wouldn't call the module that. And we can't call it Pimp It Week to our customers, it's Welcome Week. And 
so, this week is all about doing everything we can do to get people into your launch. And actually, that's 
where our activity's going to start today.  

So the first thing I want you to do is to get out your ad. If you've not put out an ad for your launch yet, 
you're going to do that one first 'cause sometimes it can take a while to get things approved. Then we're 
going to send out your email invite. So do it in this order because it's going to mean that you're getting the 
most important things done first that need more time, and ads do need time. You've already created your 
email invite, so if you've not created your ad copy yet, you can use that and chunk it down. There is a lesson 
in the previous module with how to create a very, very quick Facebook ad, follow that one. Then we're going 
to turn our attention to social media and you sharing that invite on your, maybe your Instagram feed, on 
your stories, you could do a livestream. You can do the same on Facebook. Just pimp yourself out 
everywhere that your people are hanging out on, and start off with your most popular platforms, and then, 
as you have, if you have any time to spare, you can go and focus on those other platforms instead. So ad, 
email, social, then we're going to turn our attention to the group. So some of you may have already opened 
up your group if you were ready last week.  

Some of you may have started to share your opt-in page but haven't actually opened up your group yet. If 
that's the case, your group opens now. It's time to welcome in all those amazing people. I do it a chunk at a 
time to make sure that I am able to welcome people, and it just means that I build a bit of excitement and 
engagement in the group. So when new people join, they actually see some activity. If you invite like 200 
people into a group at the same time, it can be like inviting a flood of people into a very boring party. So get 
the party started with a few people to begin with, maybe even just choose your super fans or people who 
you know, maybe brand ambassadors or friends. Get them engaging, and then add some more people, and 
that's a strategy that we use. We love to do that because, means that we're able to really create the 
engagement far quicker. It means we can steer the direction of the conversation and get our best people to 
post first. So we will open up the group to JV partners and to brand ambassadors and previous students, and 
we'll get them posting first, then we start allowing other people to join. 
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 So it's a little bit more manual to begin with, but that's okay. It's definitely the best way to do it if you can 
do that. So email, sorry, ads, email, social, group. If you then got time, switch your attention to maybe 
pimping out your launch on your website, create some different banners, maybe change your hero image, 
which is your main image on your homepage to an invite to join your launch. I do things like a coloured top 
bar, which is a strip of colour along the top of my website, and I pop in some big, bold text, and it might be 
something like, come and join the best launch ever, free bootcamp, and then there's a link. So it's dead easy, 
but it always sits at the top of the website, so no matter who logs on, they see that at the very top, and it's 
contrasted, contrasting colour. So if you've got more time after that, then do some private outreach. So this 
is one of my favourite strategies in the audience track number one is all about those more organic 
strategies.  

So you can hop into your DM's, and you can create conversation with people who you know be a really good 
fit for your launch experience. Invite them in, give them a really cool, personalised invite, invite those 
people in. So some of the things that can go wrong, not too much on day one, to be honest, because you've 
got to be patient. Like, you're not going to get this massive peak of people joining on day one. What I find is 
most people will join actually one week from now, which is workshop one, because there is an absolute 
reason for them to join your launch experience on that day. We open up early to give us enough time to 
create that energy and momentum to actually get to a point where our ads are working a bit better over the 
course of the next three or fours days. So then when we get to the launch of that next week, people are 
ready, people are pumped, they're so excited, but you've also given yourself enough time to get those little 
pieces working. So it's that waiting room as I talked about in the previous module.  

So one of the things that can actually go wrong, though, is your ads might not get approved. This is a 
common problem. It's a massive frustration, but it does happen. And the number one area where I see 
people not getting their ads approved is in the copy. Now, it may be that you have included some words 
that Facebook don't like around money or maybe diets. Like, you've got to be careful how you phrase things, 
and you want to go through Facebook's rules and regulations on what is and what isn't allowed. But after 
that, the most common problem I see is that people are using direct messaging. Now, not direct message as 
in a direct message, a DM, or a private message. The messaging is very direct. And so, let me give you an 
example of this. A fitness instructor might say, "Are you overweight, "overwhelmed and exhausted," 
question mark. That is a direct comment. So you're actually asking a question. So anything where we're 
talking to someone directly, Facebook doesn't like because there's some really spammy people out there 
who use that in not very nice context, and it's a lot about victimisation, like really don't want to single people 
out based on things like their ethnicity, their race or how they look. So we want to be really careful of that. 
So here's the trick. If you're asking questions that are there to help people assess whether this is right for 
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them or not, or whether they're the right fit for you, then switch it to an indirect message. And what that 
means is your messaging is just slightly tweaked from it being asking that question to I know how this feels. 
So the example would be, instead of asking someone if they're overweight, you would say, "I know how it 
feels "to be stressed, overwhelmed, overweight. "I'm Laura Phillips, I'm a fitness instructor, "and this week, 
I'm hosting my amazing free event "called blahty, blahty, blah," something along those lines. So moving away 
from messaging that's direct towards messaging that is indirect is going to help you to get your ads past 
those tricky, tricky review processes.  

Now, sometimes, you might need to hop onto the Facebook live chat. Google it, you'll find it on there, and 
actually get through to a human being who can help you figure out why isn't this getting through because it 
might not be any of those reasons. But that is one of the key things I see people struggle with, using that 
direct form of question instead of indirect copy, too much text on their images or using those kind of words 
that are banned. So you do need to be a little bit mindful. So if you've still got time, you can maybe create a 
banner for your group that's a countdown. Today is seven days to go, tomorrow's will be six, but I want you 
to focus on those key activities first. So that's ads, email, social, group, and then website. And if you've still 
got time, all that lovely, fun private outreach. Those unscalable things are so important. This is where I'm 
going to bring in no comments unanswered. I'm going to go blurry. There we go, NCU. My number one 
rule, every comment, every question, every engagement is an opportunity for you to build a relationship 
with someone. So my favourite strategy is to build those relationships, it's why our launches perform so well. 
The industry standard is 1% to 2%.  

Ours convert, generally speaking, and our average is 8%, but between 7% and 11%, and that's because we 
weave in as many of these touch points into the launch as possible so you can actually have conversations, 
build that relationship, deepen that connection with someone the moment they come into your world, and 
that is such a beautiful, beautiful thing. And that's what's going to help people trust you, and if people trust 
you, they're more likely to buy from you. So you want to make sure you're answering all comments on 
social, in your group, in your direct message, on email as well. Check your spam box 'cause sometimes the 
replies go through to your spam box. So I will do that usually for an hour every day throughout my launch, 
and then my team will also support that just to make sure that everyone is taken care of and that people 
ultimately feel seen.  

So that's your list of things to do for today. I'll be back tomorrow. Of course, if you want to go and take a 
sneak peek at tomorrow's video, do that, but there is so much to be done today. That's why this is quite a 
long video at almost 13 minutes long because there lots of moving parts and lots of pieces that you'll need to 
do today to get things going. The most important thing, go and show up with your best energy because that 
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is what's going to help you feel more confident. If you feel more confident, you can be more confident, and 
when you are more confident in your launch, people are just going to, are really warm to that magnetic 
energy of yours. And whether you're spiritual or not, becoming that person now is going to help you have 
that success. I want you to lean into bringing those results into your world by how you show up right now. 
I'm excited for you! Go and enjoy today, this is the moment you've been waiting for. Go and connect with 
all those gorgeous people, and I'll see you in tomorrow's video. Have so much fun!
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